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ABSTRACT 
The integration of graphics and illustration art into the commercial design process has emerged as a 
significant factor influencing the level of commercial design. Digital illustration has proven a 
practical strategic tool in marketing and advertising, particularly in the sparkling drink industry. The 
method used in this research is a qualitative method in which content analysis was utilised to analyse 
the digital illustration styles in motion graphics for Malaysia's sparkling drinks. According to the 
research, applying various illustration styles in the Malaysian sparkling drink industry effectively 
conveys brand messages. The result reveals that companies in the industry may employ several 
illustration styles to communicate their brand's unique identity and values effectively. Additionally, 
the study pointed out the beneficial effects of incorporating digital illustrations in motion graphics, 
including more brand identification, improved customer engagement and enhanced advertising 
effectiveness. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Digital illustration is a form of art that uses digital techniques to combine human reason and 
creative inspiration (Liu, 2019). It is based on digital and new media technologies offering various 
purposes, including advertising, book illustrations, video games and animation. Illustration has been 
utilised through the ages as a powerful and various form of visual communication. With the ability to 
educate, enlighten, entertain and persuade (Zeegen L 2009), illustration serves as a medium for 
effectively conveying thoughts and ideas to audiences. Digital illustration has grown increasingly 
significant in today's digital world, providing designers and illustrators with new tools and approaches 
to create visually appealing and effective artwork. Digital illustration has transformed how people see 
and engage with visual content, especially for commercial campaigns. However, using digital 
illustration in motion graphics for marketing purposes has become increasingly important in the 
competitive industry of Malaysian sparkling drinks. 
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Sparkling drinks are popular among individuals of all ages, genders and cultures. Promoting 
sparkling drinks in the design field could be challenging because the market has become very 
competitive. Therefore, creating a unique and memorable design that stands out from the rest can be 
difficult. In recent years, digital illustration has developed as a powerful tool to help companies 
overcome these barriers and enhance their market advertising strategies. 

 
In recent years, the Malaysian sparkling drink industry has encountered a rise in the use of motion 

graphics and digital illustration styles for promotional materials and advertisements. In a competitive 
market context, this trend shows the industry's recognition of its significance in attracting consumers' 
attention. Motion graphics and digital illustration styles allow brands to convey the unique 
characteristics and attraction of sparkling drinks in an engaging and compelling manner, 
differentiating themselves from competitors. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Positioned somewhere between art and graphic design, illustration is often called graphic art. The 
scope of illustration is not limited to its communicative and educational functions; it also serves to 
persuade and entertain audiences. Illustration plays a part in the field of marketing any product. 
Today, conventional art is increasingly impacted by digital art, which influences daily life 
(Shukei,2019). The most significant advantage of digital art over traditional art is its portability: 
digital art is effortless to carry and, most importantly, easy to fix (Wang et al., D. 2021). It includes 
digital illustration in motion graphics that has grown into a powerful tool for conveying brand 
messages and captivating consumers in various industries, including the marketing of sparkling 
drinks. 
 
2.1 Digital Illustration Styles 
 

Digital illustration styles embrace various artistic techniques and methods used to create visually 
appealing and engaging products. Digital illustration offers a wide range of styles and genres, each 
influenced by different types of art and artistic movements (Aparaschivei, L, 2022). These styles 
incorporate various illustration elements, such as colour, composition, typography and visual 
storytelling, to convey messages effectively. Furthermore, digital illustration is a powerful tool in 
advertising as it enables designers to create emotional connections through various illustration styles 
(Jenn. P 2021). Sparkling drink brands in Malaysia could effectively communicate their values, 
differentiate from others in a competitive market, and attract visually captivating and memorable 
customers by strategically employing interesting digital illustration styles. 
 
2.2 Motion Graphic Techniques 
 

Before the introduction of motion graphics, all drawings were flat, static and fixed (Hanna 
M,2021). Motion graphics, on the other hand, focus fully on animating graphic design elements, 
including 2D and 3D, with a smaller focus on storytelling, unlike other types of animation. Motion 
graphics are mostly used for short branding engagements such as teasers and advertisements. Motion 
design techniques offer a range of creative possibilities for showcasing sparkling drink products in 
Malaysia. Sparkling drink brands in Malaysia could develop visually attractive and great experiences 
that effectively present their products through these techniques. Brands cannot survive to be flat or 
static nowadays; they need to live, move and flow in this new digital world (Paget, 2016). 
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2.3 The Effectiveness of Digital Illustration in Advertising 
 

With the continuous advancement of technology, new sorts of digital art have arisen. The most 
significant advantage of digital art above traditional art is its portability: digital art is effortless to 
carry and, most importantly, easy to fix. (Wang, V. and Wang, D. 2021).  Digital illustration, like 
other visual marketing elements, conveys and influences people regarding what the company wants to 
represent. It can convey the brand's primary message through visuals that evoke emotions. 

 
Digital illustration plays a crucial role in advertising within the context of sparkling drink products 

in Malaysia. A digital illustration is a powerful tool in advertising as it enables designers to create 
emotional connections through various illustration styles. Illustrations enhance the reading experience 
by expressing emotions through facial expressions and employing appealing visuals to convey the 
intended message (Jenn. P, 2021). Sparkling drink brands in Malaysia may develop an engaging and 
delightful consumer experience through engaging illustrations in promotional materials, giving a 
straightforward yet visually appealing portrayal of their brand message. Additionally, digital 
illustration allows for effective digital storytelling, allowing companies to successfully communicate 
their values and goal, developing a strong and unique brand identity in the Malaysian sparkling drink 
industry. 

 
In visual marketing, an object, rather than text, becomes the focal point of the message. This is 

because the human brain responds more to images than textual information. It makes perfect sense for 
marketers to incorporate the power of visuals- an essential part of nonverbal communication into their 
marketing strategies. Illustrations, with a strong visual appeal and storytelling abilities, are an 
effective way of attracting, engaging, and effectively interacting with customers, eventually 
contributing to the overall achievement of advertising campaigns for the Malaysian sparkling drink. 
 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
The research methodology for this study used a qualitative approach, specifically content analysis, 

to gather and analyse data. This research explored 10 types of digital illustration styles in motion 
graphics within Malaysia's sparkling drink industry. Content analysis is a research method for 
generating identifiable and accurate findings from text or other relevant matter concerning the context 
in which it is used (Krippendorff, K, 2018). This included selecting relevant sources and materials 
that contain information and examples of digital illustration styles in motion graphics used in the 
marketing and promotion of sparkling drink products. The collected data was then systematically 
analysed to identify patterns, themes as well as trends in the digital illustration styles employed in the 
industry. The content analysis process allowed for a comprehensive examination and understanding of 
the various digital illustration techniques and approaches used in motion graphics for sparkling drink 
products in Malaysia. 
 
4. FINDINGS 
 

The findings of the research revealed the effectiveness of digital illustration in the context of 
sparkling drink products. The research design involves selecting 10 video samples from a collection 
of promotional videos from multiple local brands to examine how elements of arts and principles of 
motion graphics are used and measure how audience engagement is affected. According to the 
analysis, various digital illustration styles, such as vector, cartoon and 3D, have been successfully 
used in the marketing and advertising of sparkling drink products. The application of different 
elements of art, such as lines, colours, shapes, texture further enhanced the visual impact and 
communicative power of digital illustrations. Additionally, the integration of digital illustration in 
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motion graphics proved to be a powerful combination, allowing for imaginative and engaging brand 
appearances. By employing motion graphics techniques, such as eases, timing as well as exaggeration, 
the illustrations came to life and further captivated the audience's attention. These findings emphasise 
the significance and effectiveness of digital illustration in motion graphics as a strategic tool in the 
sparkling drink industry, allowing companies to successfully communicate their messages and capture 
the interest of consumers. Marketers and advertisers may generate appealing visual storylines that 
appeal to their target audience by using a variety of styles and elements of art in digital illustration, 
eventually increasing brand awareness and product sales.’ 

 
Figure 1.1 Content analysis of Principles of Motion Graphics in Digital Illustration 
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Figure 1.2 Content analysis of Principles of Motion Graphics in Digital Illustration 

Motion Graphics 
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Figure 1.3 Findings Result for Content Analysis 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
Finally, this research provided findings regarding the effectiveness of digital illustration in motion 

graphics for Malaysian sparkling drink industry. The results of the research emphasize the significant 
potential of digital illustration in improving marketing and advertising approaches in this industry. 
The analysis of several digital illustration styles and techniques clearly proves digital illustration's 
potential to strengthen brand messaging, boost customer interaction and effectively advertise 
sparkling drink products. The results of this research highlight the importance of integrating digital 
illustration into the advertising strategies of sparkling drink companies, highlighting its ability to 
attract and keep customers' attention in a market that is highly competitive. 
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